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Claims can be created and uploaded at any time.  Close Reference Batches containing claims that are ready 
to be sent. All claims in a Ready to Submit/Resumit status in a closed reference batch will be ‘Batched’.  Use 
the Job Scheduler to automate the process. See Help Center > Post Charge, Reference Batch 
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How to manually Batch and Upload Electronic claims  
1. Claims in the sidebar or the ‘Go-Cut’  5  
2. From the ‘Claims Management’ page > Click [Batch New Claims]  

3. Click [Create Batch] in the pop up - there is rarely a need to filter  
4. Wait for the Popup to say 100% 
5. Now look in the ‘Claim Batches to be 

Sent/Printed section > Click the batch 
number hyperlink 

 
 

From the ‘Claims Batch Page’ 
7. [Upload Claims] 
8. ‘Yes’ in the popup 
9. Close after 100% in the next popup 
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What should I do if I receive an error message while uploading a claim? 

If you are manually uploading your claims batch i.e. not using the job scheduler to gather the batch and upload, 
you may see an Error message.  

● Error - Done With Warning > This message indicates there are one or more encounters with Local Edit 
Errors that will not be sent in this batch.  All of the rest of the encounters are uploaded in this batch - as 
we can see in the status section.  It is not necessary to 'view warnings'  as we will see these claims in the 
Encounters by Status section or we can click 'Claims Batch Items' to review the error on claim and 
resubmit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

● Error - Batch was not sent >  

This warning is less likely and means all claim have 
local edit errors so the batch is not sent 

To view the errors from the Claims Batch 
Dashboard > Click Claims Batch Items > check 
'Errored Claims Only' 

Or go back to Claims by Status page > LE - Local Edit Errors  

 

 

For more information on the use of local edit errors go to Libraries > Charge Management 
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Job Scheduler: Batch Claims  
The Batch Claims Job is recommended after a clinic has manually uploaded several claims batches. 
This allows you to become accustomed to how to work clearinghouse and payer rejections, as well as 
mastering the skill of manually uploading claims. 

1. Go to Admin > [Job Scheduler]  
2.  Click [ADD] 
  

 
 
 
3. Choose Function > Batch Claims  

● check ‘Upload after batching’ 

 
4. Pattern:  Choose Job Recurrence - We suggest 
twice a day (requires two Jobs to be created).  One to 
run after the workday, for instance 6PM and one 
mid-morning, for any additional and/or corrected claims  
5. Range: Choose a Start Date/Time and 'No End Date'  
6. [SAVE] 
 
 
 
 

Some paper claims must still be printed.  Even if the clearinghouse is processing your primary 
paper claims, some secondary/tertiary paper claims (that don’t allow electronic filing) will 
need to be locally printed and mailed.  

● Use the 'push pin' to pin the 'Claim Batches to be Sent/Printed' section from the Claims 
Management Dashboard to your Home Dashboard in order to be alerted that Batches need to 
be printed. 
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Print on Plain Paper 
1. [Batch New Claims] - skip this step if using the claims Job Scheduler 
2. Click on the paper claims batch number 
3. Click [Print on Plain Paper]  
4. Click 'Open Claim File' link 
5. Click the printer icon at the bottom of the PDF to print the claims in this batch 

This results in an 
Encounter Status of 
‘Printed’  
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

How do I print one 
claim at a time? 
Go to the Encounter > 
Click [Print Claim] > 
[Run] 
 
 
 
 
For more information, See the Help Center > PDF > Aligning Print Claims 
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How do I delete a Claims Batch? 
There are times we no longer need the claims batch, such as we manually gathered a claims batch and also a 
scheduled claims batch job ran with the same encounters or manually printed a claim, that is in a scheduled 
claims batch.  
1. Admin> Delete Claim Batch 
2. Choose the Claims Batch number 
3. [Save] 

Where can I find out details of a claims batch? 
Claims Management Dashboard 

➔ Link to 'Claim Batch History 
➔ Number of claims and amount 
➔ 'Status' of the Claims batch FILE  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How to find the History 
of Claims batches? 
Claims  Management > Claims Batch History 

Find here all the encounters in this batch and the current Claims Status 

● Status Column has hover over text : for instance Clearinghouse Accepted / Clearinghouse Rejected 
● Click Encounter number hyperlink to fix claims 
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